Abstract. Based on consistent evolutionary and pulsation calculations, we analyse the effect of metallicity and of different convection treatments in the stellar models on period -magnitude, -color and -radius relationships. In order to perform an accurate comparison with observations, we have computed grids of atmosphere models and synthetic spectra for different metallicities, covering the range of effective temperatures and gravities relevant for Cepheids. The models are compared to recent observations of galactic and Magellanic Clouds Cepheids. Unprecedented level of agreement is found between models and observations. We show that within the range of metallicity for the Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds, a change of slope in the period -luminosity (PL) relationship is predicted at low periods, due to the reduction of the blue loop during core He burning. The minimum mass undergoing a blue loop and consequently the critical period at which this change of slope occurs depend on the metallicity Z and on the convection treatment in the stellar models.
Introduction
Although Cepheids have been studied extensively since the discovery by Leavitt in 1908 of their fundamental period -luminosity (PL) relationship, the metallicity dependence of this relation still remains unsettled (see Tanvir Send offprint requests to: Y. Alibert 1997 for a review). Since the Cepheid PL relationship is a cornerstone to extragalactic distance scales, the existence of such dependence is of fundamental importance.
This old debate has recently been revived due to highquality observations from the HST, Hipparcos and the micro-lensing experiments which collected large samples of Cepheid data in the Magellanic Clouds (EROS: Renault et al. 1996 , Beaulieu & Sasselov 1996 and references therein; MACHO: Welch et al. 1996 and references therein). The forthcoming release of the OGLE-2 data (Udalski, Kubiak, Szymanski 1997 and references therein) will bring further important elements to this debate. Based on the EROS Cepheid sample, a comparison of the observed PL relations in the Small (SMC) and the Large (LMC) Magellanic Clouds led Sasselov et al. (1997) to suggest a significant metallicity effect. In the same vein, Sekiguchi and Fukigita (1998) reanalysed Cepheid data used as calibrators and claimed also a large metallicity effect. Such controversy with previous claims (see Tanvir 1997) illustrates the difficulty to disentangle a metallicity effect from other effects such as reddening or distance uncertainties and to reach definitive conclusions.
Since empirical calibrations do not provide a clear answer to the metallicity correction, a theoretical analysis could provide the basis for a better understanding of this problem. However, uncertainties inherent to stellar evolution models (convection treatment, overshooting, opacities, etc..), pulsation calculations (nonlinear effects, timedependent convection) and atmosphere models required to determine the bolometric corrections render the task difficult.
One of the most systematic study has been performed by Chiosi, Wood & Capitanio (1993) , based on linear stability analysis of a large grid of models with different compositions, effective temperatures, masses and mass -luminosity (ML) relationships. The metallicity effect on the PL relationship was found to be rather small. However, the models of Chiosi et al. (1993) are based on the old Los Alamos opacity Library (Huebner et al. 1977) , which is a key ingredient to the stellar and pulsation models. Since then, opacity calculations have greatly improved, thanks to both the Livermore group (OPAL, Iglesias & Rogers 1991; Iglesias, Rogers, & Wilson 1992) and the OP project (Seaton et al. 1994 ). More recently, Iglesias and Rogers (1996) have updated the OPAL opacities, with an increase of the opacity up to 20% for solar-type mixtures. Adopting these improved opacities, Saio and Gautschy (1998) derived theoretical PL relationships based on consistent stellar evolution and linear pulsation calculations for different metallicity and masses ranging from 4 to 10 M ⊙ . They find a negligible metallicity dependence of the PL relationship. On the other hand, Bono et al. (1998a, BCCM98) recently investigated the PL and period -color (PC) relationships on the basis of non-linear calculations. Their analysis, which covers a mass range from 5 to 11 M ⊙ predicts a significant dependence of the PL relationship on metals, in contradiction with the results of Saio and Gautschy (1998) , although for similar mass and metallicity ranges.
In parallel with the work of Saio and Gautschy (1998), Baraffe et al. (1998) performed self-consistent calculations between stellar evolution and linear stability analysis for the SMC, the LMC and the Galaxy. This work was mainly devoted to the comparison with the observed PL relationships and the Beat Cepheids of the SMC and LMC data obtained by the EROS and MACHO groups. Baraffe et al. (1998) have emphasized the importance of the first crossing instability phase, which corresponds to models which are just leaving the Main Sequence and evolving toward the Red Giant Branch on a thermal time-scale. Such models can explain most of the first-overtone/second-overtone (1H/2H) beat Cepheids observed in the Magellanic Clouds (MC). An other important result stressed in Baraffe et al. (1998) is the possible explanation by pure evolutionary effects of the change of slope in the PL relationship observed by Bauer et al. (1998) for short period SMC Cepheids. Such results show the necessity to take into account evolutionary properties in order to derive reliable PL relationships and reproduce observations.
The goal of the present paper is to analyse carefully the PL relationships based on the evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (1998) , taking into account the effect of chemical composition and of different convection treatments on the evolutionary models ( §2). Baraffe et al. (1998) did not perform such detailed analysis, since their bolometric corrections were derived from atmosphere models with constant gravity. For the purpose of the present work, we have calculated a grid of atmosphere models covering the required range of effective temperatures and gravities and for the same metallicities as in the evolutionary models. This enables us to analyse fine effects of metallicity on the derived synthetic colors. In §3, we derive theoretical PL relationships and §4 is devoted to the comparison with observed period-magnitude-colorradius relationships in the SMC, LMC and the Galaxy. We construct also theoretical period histograms and compare them to the observed histograms derived from sample of Cepheids in the MC's (cf. §4). Finally, section 5 is devoted to the analysis of metallicity effects and to discussion and §6 to conclusions.
Evolutionary calculations
Stellar models are computed with the Lyon evolutionary Henyey-type code, originally developed at the Göttingen Observatory (Baraffe and El Eid 1991) . The most recent OPAL opacities (Iglesias & Rogers 1996) are used for the inner structure T > 6000K. For temperatures lower than 6000K, we use the Alexander & Fergusson (1994) opacities. Mass loss is taken into account according to de Jager et al. (1988) with a scaling factor which depends on the metallicity as (Z/Z ⊙ ) 0.5 , as indicated by stellar wind models (Kudritzki et al. 1987 (Kudritzki et al. , 1991 . The effect of mass loss is however negligible during the evolutionary phases involved, and in any case the total mass lost does not exceed 2 % of the initial mass.
Convective transport is computed using the mixinglength theory formalism as given by Kippenhahn & Weigert (1990) . The ratio α mix of the mixing length (l mix ) to the pressure scale height (H P ) is fixed to 1.5. In order to determine the uncertainties resulting from a variation of l mix , we have also computed two sets of evolutionary tracks with α mix = 2 for metallicities representative of the MC's, for which more Cepheid data (fundamental and overtone pulsators) are available than for the Galaxy.
The onset of convective instability is based on the Schwarzschild criterion. Our main grid of evolutionary models is computed with standard input physics (e.g without overshooting, semiconvection, or rotation induced mixing). In order to test the effect of some enhanced mixing in the convective core, as expected when using overshooting, we have also computed models in which the size of the convective core is arbitrarily increased by an amount d ov = α ov H P , where α ov is a free parameter fixed to 0.15, as justified in §2.3 and §4.5. This extended region is assumed to be completely mixed, but the temperature gradient is supposed to be radiative. This type of simple prescription is usually used to mimic the effect of overshooting or any other source of enhanced mixing beyond the standard convective boundary (cf. El Eid, 1994; Pols et al. 1998) .
We have computed stellar models in the mass range 2.75 − 12M ⊙ with various chemical compositions (Z, Y ) = (0.02, 0.28), (0.01, 0.25) and (0.004, 0.25) 1 , representative of respectively the Galactic, LMC and SMC environments. In the case of the LMC, we have also computed different grids of models with various Z and Y , 
Effect of the initial chemical composition
Since the present paper is devoted to period -luminosity relationships rather than to stellar evolutionary models, we concentrate in the following on properties relevant to Cepheids. The first important effect of metallicity concerns the determination of the minimum mass m min which undergoes a blue loop entering the instability strip (IS). As shown in Fig. 1 , m min decreases with metallicity. We find for the fundamental mode IS m min ∼ 3M ⊙ for Z=0.004, m min ∼ 3.875M ⊙ for Z=0.01 and m min ∼ 4.75M ⊙ for Z=0.02. Note that Baraffe et al. (1998) mention slightly lower m min for Z=0.01 and Z=0.02, but as shown in §3, these lower values are too uncertain due to the arbitrary criterion used to determine the red edge. Fig. 1 displays the evolutionary tracks of stars of mass m min for different metallicities and the location of fundamental unstable models (see §3 for the description of the linear stability analysis). Stars with masses just below m min undergo a reduced blue loop which does not enter the instability strip. Note that all stellar models in Fig. 1 show fundamental unstable modes during the first crossing of the HertzsprungRussel diagram (HRD) toward the Red Giant Branch (see Baraffe et al. 1998 for details) .
As shown in §3, determination of PL relationships is affected by the behavior of m min , since the reduction of the blue loop affects the width of the instability strip at short periods. Indeed, the blue edge (BE) is in this case determined by the turnover of the evolutionary track. Note that determination of blue edges based on stability analysis of envelope models constructed for a given massluminosity relationship and obtained by varying arbitrarily T eff would predict a hotter BE for masses near m min . To illustrate this effect, we note that the fundamental BE determined by the blue loop extension of the 3 M ⊙ star with Z=0.004 is at T eff = 5860 K, corresponding to P 0 = 1.2 days and log L/L ⊙ = 2.384. However, for the same mass, luminosity and chemical composition, stability analysis performed on envelope models show that fundamental modes should be unstable up to T eff = 6600 K and P 0 = 0.83 days.
The extension of the blue loop depends not only on the metallicity but also on the helium abundance. This is shown in Fig. 2 which displays the evolutionary tracks of 4 M ⊙ stars with respectively (Z, Y ) = (0.01, 0.25) (solid curve), (Z, Y ) = (0.008, 0.25) (dashed curve) and (Z, Y ) = (0.01, 0.28) (dotted curve). Since the size of the blue loop increases when Z decreases for a given mass near m min , we find m min = 3.75 M ⊙ for (Z, Y ) = (0.008, 0.25), instead of 3.875 M ⊙ for Z=0.01 (independently of Y ).
The final important effect of chemical composition to be mentioned in the present context concerns the massluminosity relationships. Since for decreasing metallicity, the luminosity during core helium burning increases for a given mass, this effect has to be taken into account in order to correctly analyse the metallicity dependence of PL re- Fig. 1 . Stellar evolutionary tracks near the minimum mass m min which undergoes a blue loop in the instability strip. The metallicity is indicated in the panels and increases from the upper to the lower panel. Masses are indicated along the tracks. Solid lines correspond to the minimum mass, whereas dashed lines correspond to stars which show a reduced blue loop but do not cross the instability strip. The crosses indicate fundamental unstable modes, including the first crossing unstable modes.
lationships. Figure 3 shows the ML relationships based on the present standard calculations during the first crossing phase and during the blue loop from m min to 10 M ⊙ 2 . To estimate the following relationships, we have taken simple means of L in the instability strips (of F, 1H and 2H modes). We stress above all that these relationships illustrate the metallicity effect; more accurate values are given in the tables at the end of the present paper (Tables 6-8) . During the first crossing phase we find the following relationships: and in the blue loop IS:
Note that the mean luminosity of SMC composition models is brighter than galactic composition models by ∆ log L/L ⊙ ∼ 0.2. The initial helium abundance affects as well the ML relationship, and an increase of Y from 0.25 to 0.28 for the Z=0.01 sequences yields an increase in log L/L ⊙ by ∼ 0.1.
Evolutionary timescales
The determination of PL relationships and the probability to detect a Cepheid of a given mass in a large sample of data will heavily depend on the time spent in the instability strip. Regarding the first crossing, this time is fixed by the thermal timescale of the star
3/2 yrs. τ th varies typically from ∼ 10 5 yrs for 3 M ⊙ to ∼ 10 4 − 5 10 3 yrs for 8-10 M ⊙ . The time spent in the instability strip during the first crossing is even shorter than τ th and is roughly 100 times shorter than the time spent in the blue loop instability strip.
Regarding this latter timescale, Fig. 4 displays evolutionary tracks of stars of different masses and indications of the time spent during the core He burning phase. The distribution of the evolutionary timescales in this figure is generic of core helium burning during a blue loop and remains valid independently of metallicity or convection treatment. As shown in Fig. 4 , most of the time during core He burning phase is spent near the turnover of the evolutionary tracks. The first branch of the blue loop is characterized by an increase in mass of the He convective core, the expansion of the regions inner to the H burning shell and the contraction of the envelope: evolution proceeds toward higher T eff . As the central nuclear fuel (He) is depleted, the central regions start to contract again, resulting in an expansion of the envelope, and the evolution proceeds toward lower T eff on a shorter timescale determined by the faster depletion of He. Interestingly enough, the mean position of a given mass in the IS, taking into account its evolutionary time, is roughly located in the middle of the IS. Thus the time distribution in the IS does not favor a particular position near the IS edges, except for masses near m min for obvious reasons (cf. §3.2 and Fig. 7 ). This result is valid for all metallicities studied and independently of the convective treatment.
Uncertainties due to the treatment of convection
In order to estimate the uncertainties of PL relationships relying on stellar evolution calculations, we have analysed the sensitivity of the results to a variation of the mixing length parameter l mix and to the effect of overshooting or any enhanced mixing in the core. The effect of overshooting on stellar models and the necessity to include it or not in order to fit observations has been already widely investigated (see Bressan et al. 1993; El Eid 1994; Pols et al. 1998; and references therein) and is out the scope of the present paper. An increase of α mix from our standard value 1.5 to 2 results essentially in the well-known shift of the Red Giant Branch to higher T eff . However, the ML relationships and the aspect of the blue loops remain essentially unchanged. We will see in §3 that this parameter affects the stability of the models and modifies the width of the IS.
The effect of enhanced mixing in the core as modeled by our simple recipe is more important regarding stellar evolution, and results in an increase of the luminosity for a given mass by 0.15 -0.20 in log L/L ⊙ for our adopted overshoot length d ov = 0.15H P . This is a little less than the mild-overshooting used by Chiosi et al. (1993) with an increase of the luminosity log(L/L ⊙ ) ov = log(L/L ⊙ ) standard + 0.25. The size of the blue loops are affected by overshooting and most importantly the minimum mass m min which undergoes a blue loop increases, in agreement with similar calculations including overshooting (see El Eid 1994 for a detailed discussion).
As discussed in Baraffe et al. (1998) , the standard evolutionary models with Z=0.01 do not predict the right position of the faintest Cepheids observed in the EROS-1 and EROS-2 LMC samples, which show an abrupt end of the PL relationship for fundamental mode pulsators at a period P = 2.5 days Bauer et al. 1998 ). This observational trend has been confirmed very recently by the MACHO survey (Alcock et al. 1998) . Although few objects are observed below this period, the bulk of fundamental mode Cepheids clearly do not extend below this value. One may interpret this abrupt end in terms of the faintest unstable models on a blue loop, since most of the time is spent during this phase. The few objects below 2.5 days may then correspond to first crossing models and their scarcity is representative of the faster evolutionary timescale of this phase (cf. §4).
Our standard calculations for Z=0.01 predict this abrupt end at P ∼ 1.8 days, corresponding to the blue loop unstable models of m min = 3.875 M ⊙ . A possible explanation for this discrepancy is a shortcoming in the stellar evolutionary models which may underestimate m min . With our overshooting prescription and an overshoot distance fixed at 0.15 H P the minimum mass m min is shifted to 4.25 M ⊙ instead of 3.875 M ⊙ for Z=0.01. As shown in §4, this yields better agreement with the lower end of the PL relationship for LMC fundamental mode Cepheids. When applying the same overshooting prescription to Z=0.004 models (i.e., the SMC metallicity), m min is shifted to 3.25 M ⊙ , instead of 3 M ⊙ in the standard case. However, for the SMC, Baraffe et al. (1998) show that the standard models are in excellent agreement with the observed distribution of fundamental mode Cepheids, and overshooting is not required in this case (cf. §4). But the idea of invoking some kind of extra-mixing for LMC evolutionary models but not for the SMC composition in order to improve the comparison with observed fundamental Cepheids is not satisfactory. Our poor understanding of core overshooting in the current stellar evolution theory does not allow any predictions or speculations regarding the efficiency of such mixing as a function of metallicity. We will come back to this problem in §4.
Theoretical Period-Luminosity relationships

Linear stability analysis
In order to get fully consistent calculations between evolutionary and pulsation calculations, a linear non-adiabatic stability analysis is performed directly on the complete evolutionary models along the tracks. This provides fully consistent mass-luminosity-period-evolutionary time relationships and enables us to analyse carefully evolutionary effects on the PL relationships. The pulsation calculations are performed with a radial pulsation code originally developed by Umin Lee (Lee 1985) . The main uncertainty inherent to the stability analysis concerns the pulsationconvection coupling, which is presently neglected, i.e., the perturbation δF conv of the convective flux is neglected in the linearized energy equation. Such a crude approximation, adopted also in Saio and Gautschy (1998) , is resorted to our poor knowledge of the interaction between convection and pulsation, which requires a time-dependent non-local theory of convection. This interaction provides a damping term which is necessary to obtain a red edge for the Cepheid IS. Perturbed models which assume δF conv = 0 (cf. Fig. 5 ) remain unstable even near the Red Giant Branch (cf. Saio and Gautschy 1998 , Bono et al. 1998a .
Several attempts have been made to take into account pulsation-convection coupling in Cepheids with the most recent approach by see also Kollath et al. 1998 ) and BCCM98. A systematic survey of linear properties of Cepheid models including a model of turbulent convection performed by shows the extreme sensitivity of the instability strip location on the choice of the several free parameters inherent to the model of convection. As demonstrated by , the location and width of the IS depend essentially on the three parameters which determine the mixing length, the convective flux and the eddy viscosity. The only possible method to calibrate these parameters is a comparison with observed IS. However, one can expect that a theoretical determination of the IS depends not only on pulsation calculations, but also on stellar evolution properties.
Since the purpose of the present paper is to determine to which extend evolutionary properties are important for the position and width of the IS, we have chosen in a first study to limit the range of free parameters in the pulsation Fig. 5 . Evolution of the fundamental mode growth rate η 0 as a function of effective temperature along the evolutionary track of a 7 M ⊙ with Z=0.004. The selected unstable modes which define the IS are indicated by crosses on the first crossing and by full circles during the blue loop phase. According to the criterion adopted in the present paper, the red edge is given by the location of the maximum reached by η 0 as T eff decreases.
calculations, and to adopt a rather arbitrary criterion for the determination of the IS red edge. A forthcoming paper will be devoted to the uncertainties resulting from the treatment of convection in the pulsation calculations.
In the present models, as shown in Fig.5 , we assume ad hoc a red line corresponding to the effective temperature where the growth rate reaches a maximum as T eff decreases along the evolutionary track for a given mass. This method is the same as adopted in Chiosi et al. (1993) . Adopting a time dependence for the eigenfunctions of the form exp(iσ k t) where σ k = σ r +iσ i is the eigenfrequency of the k th mode, the growth rate is defined as η k = −σ i /σ r . Thus, positive growth rates indicate unstable modes.
Effect of chemical composition
Since most of the theoretical analysis devoted to Cepheids are based on stability analysis of envelope models and ML relationships independent of metallicity, it is interesting to analyse the uncertainties resulting from such assumptions.
We have tested models by comparing results obtained with the full computations (stellar evolution and pulsation calculations coupled) and with envelope models constructed with constant luminosities. Fig. 6a shows the evolutionary tracks of 7 M ⊙ and 11 M ⊙ stars with Z=0.004 and Z=0.02 and the fundamental unstable models during core He burning phase. The luminosities adopted for the envelope calculations are derived from our fits given in §2.1 and are indicated by full circles for Z=0.02 (Eq. (4)) and full squares for Z=0.004 (Eq. (6)). The results of the linear stability analysis are shown in Fig. 6b . The differences between the IS location based on the full calculations and envelope models are small when using the metallicity dependent ML relationships. The main differences are due to differences in the luminosity or to departure from the initial composition in the case of full calculations, as a consequence of the first dredge-up. As an example, we note that the red edge given by stability analysis of envelope models for 11 M ⊙ with Z=0.02 (full circles) is slightly redder by ∼ 100 K than the red edge given by the full calculations (solid curves). This is mostly due to an enrichment of He in the envelope of this star from the initial value Y =0.28 to Y =0.31. When adopting the latter value to construct the envelope models, the red edge is shifted to higher T eff , in better agreement with realistic models. However, we note that such evolutionary effects affecting the initial composition are small and yield to a shift of the red edge of at most 100 K in T eff . We also stress that this result highly depends on our rather uncertain criterion for the red edge determination.
The most important effect is obtained when adopting for the Z=0.02 models the same ML relationship as derived for Z=0.004 (Eq. (6)). The main result is a shift of the IS toward lower T eff (full triangles) and to a larger width, with a shift of the red edge by 100 to 200 K, compared to the Z=0.004 case (dashed lines and full squares). This example highlights the metallicity dependence of the ML relationship.
The instability strips in period-luminosity and period -T eff diagrams based on our standard models in the core He burning phase are shown Fig. 7 for Z=0.004, 0.01 and 0.02. In agreement with the results of Saio and Gautschy (1998), we do not find significant metallicity effects on the location and width of the IS. We only note that for log P > 1, the red edge of the solar metallicity IS moves toward slightly cooler T eff . Because of the arbitrariness of our red edge determination and the increasing influence of convection in such models, this result is to be taken with caution. The lower panel of Fig. 7 indicates the mean location in the IS of each mass, taking into account its time spent at a given location in the IS 3 . Except for the particular case of m min , indicated by arrows in Fig. 7 , the Fernie (1990) who find a non uniform population of Cepheids in the IS. The discrepancy between theoretical predictions and such observations has been recently discussed by Gautschy (1999) , and is confirmed by the present work. A more detailed analysis is under progress to determine whether the Fernie (1990) results can be explained by an observational bias or by intrinsic properties of stellar models which escape to the present analysis.
Metallicity however affects the lower end of the period distribution since it modifies m min (cf. Fig. 1 ). As suggested in Baraffe et al. (1998) , the reduction of the He blue loop yields a change of slope in the PL relationship. Because of the metallicity dependence of m min , the period at which this change of slope is predicted decreases with metallicity. As illustrated in Fig. 8 for standard models, this change of slope takes place at log P ∼ 0.2 for Z=0.004, log P ∼ 0.35 for Z=0.01 and log P ∼ 0.5 for Z=0.02. Although this value may change due to uncertainties in the convection treatment of the evolutionary models, as to be mentioned in the next section, the relative effect due to the metallicity is unaffected by such uncertainties. Fig. 8 displays the unstable modes during the first crossing, which are expected to be observed in a sufficiently large sample of data. As already mentioned, the time spent during this phase is ∼ 1/100 the time spent in the blue loop. Thus in a large sample of data, one expects to see the trend of a change of slope followed by most of the low period Cepheids, and a few of them with even lower periods which do not show a change of slope and belong to the first crossing. Note that, although the time spent in the first crossing is relatively short, it remains too long to observe any variation of the period on a timescale of years. Indeed, for a 4 M ⊙ with LMC composition, we predict a variation of P 0 during the first crossing of less than 10 −5 days per year. Finally, we derive PL relationships based on the following method: we assign a mean position to each stellar mass, according to the time spent in different locations in the IS, and derive a linear least-square fit to these points from m min to 12 M ⊙ . In the following, all relationships are based on this method, which is more convenient for an analysis of metallicity effects and a comparison with different sample of data over a wide range of periods, than the one adopted by Baraffe et al. (1998) , which gives higher weight to the lowest mass stars and favor the low period region. Table 1 summarizes the coefficients of the present PL relationships as a function of metallicity and convection treatment. An inspection of Table 1 shows a negligible dependence of the PL relationships on Z. As expected from Fig. 8 , the PL relationships have much steeper slopes near m min : we obtain a slope of 1.36 from m min = 4.75 M ⊙ to <--<--<-- Fig. 7 . P -L (middle panel) and P -T eff (upper panel) diagrams for the blue and red edges of the fundamental modes during the core He burning phase of standard models for three metallicities. The lower panel indicates the mean location in the IS of each mass, taking into account the evolutionary times (see text). The arrows indicate the mean position of m min for each metallicity displayed. The symbols correspond to different metallicities (cf. lower panel).
5.5 M ⊙ (log P < ∼ 0.8) for Z=0.02, 1.46 from m min = 3.875 M ⊙ to 5 M ⊙ (log P < ∼ 0.7) for Z=0.01 and 1.47 from m min = 3 M ⊙ to 4 M ⊙ (log P < ∼ 0.6) for Z=0.004. However, PL relationships derived from respectively 5.5, 5 and 4 M ⊙ for Z=0.02, 0.01 and 0.004, up to 12 M ⊙ , yield essentially the same results as obtained in Table 1 . This indicates that a unique linear PL relationship is not appropriate on Table 1 . Coefficients of log P − log L/L ⊙ relationships (slope, zero-point) for fundamental pulsators as a function of metallicity and convective treatment in the evolutionary models. The standard models refer to (α mix , d ov ) = (1.5, 0), i.e. α mix = 1.5 and no overshooting.
(αmix, dov)
( the whole range of periods involved in the IS, and that PL relationship based on low period Cepheid samples must be taken with caution. Finally, we note that a slight variation of the helium abundance from 0.25 to 0.28 with Z=0.01, or a slight variation of Z from 0.01 to 0.008 with Y =0.25, yields negligible effects on the PL relationships.
Comparison between our blue edges and the one obtained by Saio and Gautschy (1998) shows a constant shift of their IS toward brighter L by ∆ log L ∼ 0.1 for a given P . This explains the different PL relationships between their work and the present one. Their red edge is determined by shifting the blue edge by ∆ log T eff = 0.06, which differs from the method adopted in the present work, but yields a width of ∼ 700 K in agreement with the present work. The reason of the difference of ∆ log L ∼ 0.1 is not clear, but is certainly acceptable, since different codes are used. Saio and Gautschy (1998) did not analyze the low mass region where the blue loop extension is reduced, since their analysis is performed for m ≥ 4M ⊙ for all metallicities. It is worth mentioning that our two independent studies reach the same conclusions regarding the small effects of metallicity on PL relationships.
Effect of different treatments of convection
In this section we analyse the effect of a variation of l mix and of overshooting on the location of the IS and on the PL relationships. An increase of l mix from 1.5 to 2 in the evolutionary calculations affects essentially the location of the red edge, since the structures of these models are mostly affected by convective transport in their envelope. An increase of l mix yields lower temperature gradients in the region of H and He partial ionization and results in a denser structure for a given T . The net result is a damping effect and a shift of the red edge by ∆ log T eff ∼ 0.02 toward hotter T eff . However, an inspection of Table 1 shows that the effect on the PL relationships is small.
Overshooting does not significantly modify the location of the IS. As shown in Table 1 , overshooting yields slightly different PL relationships compared to the standard case, yielding a maximum of 15% difference in L at a given P . However the effect remains small on the whole range of periods investigated, in agreement with Saio and Gautschy (1998). The previous conclusions regarding the As mentioned previously, models including overshooting predict a change of slope at the lower end of the PL relationship at higher P , compared to the standard case. As shown in Fig.9 , this change of slope is expected at log P ∼ 0.5 for Z=0.004 and log P ∼ = 0.65 for Z=0.01. As for the standard models, derivation of PL relationships on a mass range near m min yields much steeper slopes as well.
First overtone pulsators
The main effects of chemical composition and convection treatment on the PL relationships remain the same for first overtone pulsators. We thus do not find significant effect of Z on the location of the 1H IS and the PL relationships. Table 2 summarizes the PL relationship coefficients as a function of metallicity for the standard models.
The minimum mass m min undergoing a blue loop in the fundamental mode IS does not fulfill the instability We predict as well the feature of a change of slope at the lower end of the PL relationship, as shown in Fig. 10 . However the effect seems to be less pronounced, because of the significant reduction of the IS width, by more than 400K, compared to F modes. We are aware that this result strongly depends on our adopted criterion to determine the red edge, which fixes the width of the IS. This point is further analysed on the basis of comparisons with observations in §4. 
Comparison with observations
Synthetic spectra
In order to perform comparisons with observed magnitudes and colors, we have used version 10.3 of the model atmosphere code PHOENIX to calculate a set of static atmosphere models, and their synthetic spectra, in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), using a spherically symmetric radiative transfer. The atomic and molecular opacities are included in a direct line-by-line opacity sampling treatment (i.e. no pre-tabulation) with a line selection criterion applied at each model iteration and based on the strength of the line relative to the strength of local continuum opacities. Further details of the general input physics are discussed in Hauschildt et al. (1998) and references therein. The model grid englobes the parameter range of Cepheids, i.e., T eff = 4000 − 7000K and log g = 0 − 3.5, and is an extension to lower gravity of the models recently developed by Hauschildt et al. (1998) , which successfully describe M-dwarf atmospheres (cf. Allard et al. 1997 ). Convective mixing is included according to the Mixing Length Theory (MLT). Only models with a mixing length of unity and a sphericity corresponding to a stellar mass of M = 5 M ⊙ were calculated. We have checked that for the range of T eff and gravities involved in the present study, the sensitivity of the synthetic spectra to the stellar mass is small, justifying the above approximation. Only for low gravity and effective temperature, the effect can be important and reaches 10% difference in models with T eff = 3600 K, log g = 0.0 and solar abundances. For higher gravities, this effect vanishes, as expected. The depth-independent microturbulence used in the model atmosphere calculations is 2 km/s. Changes will affect high-resolution spectra far more than the broad band colors used here, so we have not considered other values of the microturbulence. In the following, the BV RI magnitudes are based on the Johnson-Cousins system (Bessell 1990) , whereas the JHK magnitudes are defined in the CIT system (Leggett 1992) . Since some of the observations used in the present paper are based on the SAAO-Carter system, we have also calculated magnitudes in this system, using the filter transmission curves kindly provided by P. Fouqué. The Jband is mainly affected by the choice of the photometrical system, whereas the K-fluxes in both systems do not differ by more than 0.05 mag. Comparison between our results in CIT and Carter systems yields the following conversion equation:
adopting K CIT = K Carter . This equation, which is accurate within less than 0.01 mag for the range of T eff and surface gravity of interest, is used in the following to transform in the CIT system observations given in the Carter system. We stress that Eq. (7) is only valid for giants but fails for cooler and higher gravity objects.
Period -Magnitude relationships
This section is devoted to comparison with observations in period -magnitude diagrams. The metallicity effects on the period -magnitude relationships are analyzed and quantified in §5.
Galactic Cepheids
The solar metallicity models are compared to the sample of galactic Cepheids of Gieren et al. (1998, GFG98) . The careful selection of stars in this sample and the determination with good accuracy of their radius and distance yield lower dispersions of the derived period-magnitude relationships and thus provide an excellent test for theoretical models. Comparison between models and observations are shown in Fig. 11 in the V , J and K bandpasses. The J-magnitudes of GFG98 are given in the Carter System, and have been transformed in the CIT system according to (7). In a similar way as done for the PL relationships in §3, we derive period -magnitude relationships. The coefficients of these relationships are given in Tab. 3 for each Z studied. Fig. 11 shows a comparison between the predicted relationships and those derived by GFG98 using both galactic and LMC Cepheids.
Excellent agreement is found between models and data in the three bandpasses, as well as between the theoretical and observed mean PL relationships. The present models provide a much better match to observations than the BCCM98 models, based on non-linear calculations but not on consistent evolution-pulsation calculations, and compared to the same data by GFG98. For galactic Cepheids with log P > 1.3, a better agreement in a P − M V diagram is reached with the Z=0.008 models of BCCM98, whereas the Z=0.02 models clearly depart from the observed trend. The reason invoked for such discrepancy is the possible spread in metallicity of galactic Cepheids, as recently shown by Fry and Carney (1997) . However, the analysis of BCCM98 implies that most of the long period Cepheids observed are sub-metallic. We note that two of the GFG98 Cepheids, T Mon (log P = 1.43) and SV Vul (log P = 1.65), are metal-rich with [Fe/H] = 0.09 and [Fe/H]=0.06 respectively, according to Fry and Carney (1997) . Moreover, if one assumes that the Galactocentric distance R gal is a crude indicator of metallicity (cf. GFG98), since the galactocentric distance of Cepheids with log P > 1.3 in the sample of GFG98 is not systematically greater than R gal (⊙) (cf. Gieren et al. 1993) , there is no reason to suspect that all these Cepheids have subsolar metallicities (Fouqué, priv. com.) . These arguments seem to exclude a possible selection effect in favor of the detection of long period sub-metallic Cepheids and weaken the argument of BCCM98. Fig. 12 shows the comparison between the present standard models and observations in period -magnitude diagrams for the LMC. The data in the V -band are taken from GFG98, based on the sample of Tanvir (1997) , from Laney and Stobie (1994, LS94) and from the EROS1 sample ). The magnitudes provided by GFG98 and LS94 are already dereddened. The EROS (B E , R E ) magnitudes are transformed in the Johnson V magnitude according to Beaulieu et al. (1995) , and for the reddening correction, we adopt E(B − V )=0.10 and R V = 3.3, as in Baraffe et al. (1998) . For the J-and K-bands, the data of GFG98 are used and transformed in the CIT photometrical system. The distance modulus adopted in Fig. 12 is 18 .50.
LMC Cepheids
The same excellent agreement is found between models and data in all bandpasses. Models with overshooting or with l mix = 2 yield slightly different PL relationships ( §. 3.3), but we stress that it is impossible to discriminate between standard models and models including overshooting when comparing to bare data in period -magnitude diagrams. Thus, comparison of theoretical and observed period -magnitude diagrams and relationships cannot be used to determine the amount of extra-mixing or the mixing length parameter required in evolutionary models.
A clear distinction between our standard models and models with overshooting is however possible in terms of the minimum period observed. As mentioned previously (cf. §2.3) and in Baraffe et al. (1998) , standard models for Z=0.01 predict fundamental pulsators during the blue loop phase down to log P = 0.25 (cf. Fig. 8 ), in contradiction with the observed end of the EROS and MACHO PL distribution at log P ∼ 0.4. Standard models with Z=0.008 predict even lower period for the end of the distribution, since m min decreases. A slight increase of Y from 0.25 to 0.28 for the standard models with Z=0.01 slightly increases this period up to log P ∼ 0.3, since it yields slightly brighter models and the same m min (cf. §2.1 and Fig. 2 ). But this does not solve the problem. Only models including overshooting can yield better agreement, since they predict higher m min (cf. Fig. 9 ). This problem is further discussed with the analysis of period histograms in §4.5.
SMC Cepheids
Comparison between SMC data and the present standard models for Z=0.004 is shown in Fig. 13 . Observations are from LS94, which are already dereddened, and from Sasselov et al. (1997) with an extinction coefficient E(B−V )=0.125 and R V = 3.3, as adopted in Baraffe et al. (1998) . We adopt the distance modulus (m − M ) 0 = 18.94 of LS94. Note that the SMC Cepheids observed by EROS are in the main bar and the far arm of the SMC and are not likely to belong to the centroid of the SMC (Beaulieu, priv. com.) , resulting in a larger distance modulus difference with the LMC by about 0.15 mag compared to other studies (Caldwell & Coulson 1986; LS94) . We however adopt the same distance modulus for both EROS and LS94 data for sake of simplicity.
The same agreement is reached as previously between data and models in Fig. 13 , as well as between the predicted period -magnitude relationships and the observed one, although the GFG98 relationships are based on galactic and LMC Cepheids. This already illustrates the small metallicity effect predicted by the models on period -magnitude relationships, as analysed in §5.
Regarding the observed minimum period, Baraffe et al. (1998) have analysed this point in detail , with the same EROS data. In this case, the standard models do a better job and predict the correct position of the faintest Cepheid observed (cf. Baraffe et al. 1998 and §2.3) . The overshooting models predict a minimum period log P = 0.3 for models undergoing a blue loop, which is excluded by observations (cf. Fig. 13 and Bauer et al. 1998) . As for the LMC composition, and except for the determination of this minimum period, period -magnitude diagrams and relationships cannot be used to discriminate standard models from models with overshooting.
Our explanation by an evolutionary scenario of the observed change of slope near P = 2 days for fundamental pulsators (cf. Baraffe et al. 1998 ) has been questioned by Bauer et al. (1998) , arguing that such a change of slope should also be observed for 1H Cepheids. According to Bauer et al. (1998) , this change of slope is not apparent. However, as mentioned in §3.4, this feature is expected to be less pronounced for 1H than for fundamental pulsators (cf. Fig. 10 ). Although this could provide a nice explanation for the observed Cepheids in the SMC, we remain extremely cautious with such interpretation however, since we note several discrepancies between observed and predicted 1H pulsators. Fig.14 shows the comparison of 1H pulsators with our standard models for Z=0.004 and Z=0.01 and the EROS SMC and LMC data (Sasselov et al. 1997) respectively. For Z=0.004, the models predict that 1H pulsators with log P < ∼ 0 belong to the first crossing phase, which concerns ∼ 1/10 of the observed 1H pulsators. This is statistically difficult to explain since comparison between the time-scales during the first crossing and the blue loop phases predicts less than 1/100 of 1H pulsators in the first crossing. Regarding now the end of the distribution at high P , models predict unstable 1H modes up to log P ∼ 1, whereas 1H Cepheids are not observed above log P ∼ 0.5, corresponding to ∼ 5M ⊙ for the Z=0.004 standard models. One possible explanation for such discrepancies is to suppose that models in the first crossing phase, although unstable in both F and 1H modes according to linear stability analysis, favor 1H as the dominant mode. Similar reasons can be invoked for m > ∼ 5M ⊙ , for which this time F modes become the dominant mode. Only non-linear calculations can test this scenario. Note that if indeed first crossing models are preferably oscillating in 1H mode, the higher number of this type of pulsators near m min provides an other explanation for the non detection of the change of slope near m min , since first crossing models do not show any change of slope (cf. §3.4 and Fig. 10) .
The other possible reason is a shortcoming due to our neglect of the convection-pulsation coupling, yielding an erroneous IS. We indeed note that the models do not reach the blue edge of the IS, for both the SMC and the LMC (cf. Fig. 14) . Models with overshooting or with l mix = 2 do not yield better agreement. Only a decrease of the distance modulus of the SMC and the LMC by 0.3 mag can bring the predicted and observed location of the 1H IS in agreement. However, with such smaller distance moduli for both Clouds, the models do not reproduce anymore the observed F pulsators in period -magnitude diagrams. Since more data are available for F pulsators, the models can be better tested against these observations, and we rather believe distance moduli based on F pulsators. Moreover, we note that according to , the 1H IS seems to be more sensitive to variations of parameters involved in the convection-pulsation coupling model than the F IS. This point suggests that the neglect of the pulsation-convection coupling in the present linear stability analysis affects 1H modes more and yields an inaccurate IS, whereas fundamental modes are less sensitive to such approximation, a suggestion supported by the general good agreement reached with F Cepheid observations. This problem will be addressed in more details in a forthcoming paper by analysing the uncertainties of the convective treatment in the pulsation calculations. Period -magnitude relationships for 1H will be given in this forthcoming work.
Period -Color relationships
In this section, models are compared to galactic, LMC and SMC Cepheids in period -color diagrams. As expected from the previous results, the uncertainties due to convection treatment in stellar models hardly affect the location of the IS in such diagrams. We thus concentrate our analysis on standard models. Fig. 15 shows the comparison of galactic Cepheids with the Z=0.02 models, Fig. 16 corresponds to Z=0.01 models and LMC Cepheids and Fig. 17 to Z=0.004 models and SMC Cepheids. The PC relationships (solid curves) derived from our models are displayed in each figures for the corresponding metallicity. The coefficients are given in Tab. 4. The PC relationships derived by LS94, based on the sample with reasonably complete BV JHK light curves, is shown in figures 15-17. These observed PC relationships take into account the zero-point (ZP) shifts of LS94 for the Magellanic Clouds. First, we note the general good agreement for (B − V ) and (V − K) colors for the three metallicities displayed, although the predicted colors seem to be too red compared to observations for log P < ∼ 1. This trend is more pronounced for the SMC data (cf. Fig. 17 ). Regarding (J − K) colors, the models are bluer than observations by ∼ 0.05 − 0.1 mag, this trend being more pronounced for galactic and LMC data (cf. Fig. 15-16 ). We note as well that the positions of objects in the theoretical IS are fully consistent for (B − V ) and (V − K) colors, whereas the same objects appear at a different location in the IS in the P -(J − K) diagram. This discrepancy appears also for SMC data (cf. Fig. 17) , although the models reproduce satisfactorily the data in (J − K). The possible sources of such discrepancies are analysed in §5.
The present models give a better match to observations than the Chiosi et al. (1993) models, which predict Table 4 . Coefficients of the log P -color relationships (slope, zero-point) for fundamental pulsators as a function of metallicity for standard models. bluer (B − V ) colors for the LMC and SMC Cepheids, and the BCCM98 models, which predict significantly redder (B − V ) and (V − K) colors for galactic Cepheids. These two previous studies seem to overestimate the metallicity effect on colors. Chiosi et al. (1993) attribute this discrepancy to the (B − V , log T eff ) relations used in their analysis. In the case of BCCM98, the discrepancies stem more likely from the large metallicity effect they find on the location of the IS, since an increase of Z results in a significant shift of their IS toward cooler T eff . Whereas their models reach good agreement in period -magnitude and period-color diagrams with the SMC data, slight discrepancies appear already for the LMC data and become larger in both diagrams for galactic Cepheids. The large metallicity effect found by BCCM98 is then questionable. The metallicity effects found on the present period -color relationships are analysed and quantified in §5.
Period -radius relationships
Comparison between models and observations of GFG98 and Bersier et al. (1997) in a period -radius (PR) diagram is performed in Fig. 18 for F and 1H pulsators. The general agreement for F pulsators is good, although the models slightly overestimate the radius for log P < 1. The comparison of the observed (solid line) and predicted PR relationships (dashed line) illustrates better this discrepancy. For 1H pulsators, the observed sample is unfortunately too small to test the models. Interestingly enough, we note that the dispersion due to the width of the IS for both F and 1H pulsators is almost parallel to the relationship, resulting in a small intrinsic dispersion due to the IS itself. The coefficients of the PR relationships as a function of Z and convective treatment are given for fundamental pulsators in Tab. 5.
We find a small effect due to metallicity on the PR relationship, with a maximum effect of 7% on R at a given P . We find as well small effects due to uncertainties of convection treatment in the stellar models: models with overshooting or with l mix =2 yield essentially the same PR relationships, with a maximum effect of 7% on R at a given P . Note that the effect of uncertainties due to convection in the stellar models is of the same order as the effect of Z. We therefore hardly expect this metallicity effect to be observable. For 1H pulsators, the PR relationships for the Z=0.02 models shown in Fig. 18 is:
The effect of Z on the 1H PR relationship is the same as for fundamental pulsators.
Our results are rather similar to those of Bono et al. (1998b) , although they mention up to 9% variation of the radius due to metallicity effect. They find the same discrepancy between models and the lowest period Cepheids as mentioned above. We urgently need more observational data in order to determine whether this discrepancy stems from shortcomings in the method used to determine R for low period Cepheids (see Bono et al. (1998b) for discussion) or from shortcomings in the models.
Period-histograms
The coupling between evolutionary and pulsation calculations provides the opportunity to construct periodhistograms, taking into account a MF and evolutionary timescales, as done for the statistical PL relationships derived in Baraffe et al. (1998) . Since histograms give the number of Cepheids in a bin of period and are independent of photometrical, reddening or distance uncertainties, they provide an interesting observational constraint. The effect of evolutionary times dominates that of the MF. In the following, a Salpeter MF is adopted with an exponent -2.35. We have checked that a variation of the MF slope from -2 to -4 does not alter the position of the main peak and yields less than 8% effect on the number of objects in a period-bin.
For the SMC (cf. Fig. 19a ), the models are compared to the period-histogram provided by the EROS-1 collaboration ). The general shape predicted by the standard models is in good agreement with observations. The bulk of observed Cepheids at log P ∼ 0.1 − 0.3 is correctly reproduced by the models and corresponds to models undergoing a blue loop near m min = 3 M ⊙ (cf. Fig.  8 ). We note however that our calculations overestimate the number of these short-period Cepheids. A similar distribution is obtained for models with a different l mix . As expected, the histogram excludes calculations performed with overshooting, which shifts the main peak to higher periods by ∆ log P ≃ 0.2.
For LMC Cepheids (cf. Fig. 19b ), models are compared to the fundamental period-frequency distribution provided recently by Alcock et al. (1998) . The standard models do not explain the observed histogram, as expected from the discrepancy regarding the observed minimum period (cf. §4.2.2). In this case, the theoretical histogram (dashed line) exhibits a peak around log P ∼ 0.3, instead of the observed peak around log P ∼ 0.5 in the MA-CHO sample. Models including overshooting could shift the peak toward the observed one. We note that at the time the present calculations with overshooting were performed, the only available sample was the EROS-1 LMC sample of data, which shows a peak at log P ∼ 0.6. This motivated our choice of the overshooting length d ov = 0.15H P . The main peak of the MACHO LMC sample appears however at shorter periods than the EROS data. In this case, a smaller d ov than presently adopted can provide better agreement with observations. The detailed understanding of the observed period-histogram of LMC Cepheids has been already analyzed by Alcock et al. (1998) . They note also difficulties to reproduce the observations, invoking a non constant star formation rate to explain the long period tail after the maximum and anomalous Cepheids resulting from binary coalescence to explain the short-period Cepheids (log P < ∼ 0.4). One of the arguments given in Alcock et al. (1998) in favor of such an exotic population of Cepheids concerns the doublemode Cepheids, which according to Morgan and Welch (1997) can only be explained by non-standard ML relationships. However, Baraffe et al. (1998) have shown that these double-mode Cepheids can be explained naturally by first crossing models. Such a suggestion is supported by statistical arguments (cf. Baraffe et al. 1998) . The presence of short-period Cepheids below the main peak could therefore be explained by first crossing models. Our main concern is thus not the presence of these short-period Cepheids, contrarily to Alcock et al. (1998) , but rather the failure of standard models to reproduce the main peak of the LMC distribution, although they provide a good fit to the SMC distribution (cf. Fig. 19a ). This problem deserves further analysis and definitely requires the confirmation of the minimum periods observed in the MC's by similar surveys.
Finally, predictions for galactic models are displayed in Fig. 19c . The main peak is located at log P ∼ 0.5 for standard models, with a sharp break at log P ∼ 0.4 (cf. Fig.8 ).
Discussion
The general agreement obtained between present calculations and observations in period -magnitude, -color and -radius diagrams gives us some confidence about the analysis of metallicity effects based on the present models. We will first concentrate on period -magnitude relationships. The effect of metallicity is more pronounced in the B bandpass in the range of interest T eff = 6500K − 4400 K, due to the dominant metallic line absorption, and it decreases at longer wavelengths. For given gravity and T eff in the above-mentioned range, a decrease of metallicity from Z=0.02 to Z=0.004 yields a maximum increase by ∼ 0.1 mag of the B-flux, and consequently a decrease of the fluxes redward, of less than 0.05 mag in the V -and Ibandpasses, 0.03 mag in J and 0.02 mag in K.
An inspection of the period -magnitude relationships given in Tab. 3 show rather small effects of Z. A variation of Z from 0.02 to 0.004 yields a difference in magnitude at a given P of less than 0.12 mag in V IJK bandpasses between log P = 0.5 − 2. Same quantitative effects of Z are found with overshooting models.
The comparison between predicted and observed (cf. GFG98) PL relationships shows different slopes and zeropoints, although the data are well bracketed by the models (cf. Fig. 11-13 ). The resulting differences in magnitudes between our relationships and those of GFG98, for a given P, are however small, and amount to less than 0.15 mag in V, 0.25 mag in I, 0.35 mag in J and 0.25 mag in K. We note that these maximum discrepancies appear for the highest periods observed. The largest discrepancy between observed and predicted relationships appear in the J-band, although it can be reduced by ∼ 0.1 mag by deriving a P − M J relationship in the Carter system. The models however seem to predict systematic higher Jfluxes, and to a lesser extend I-fluxes, than GFG98 for a given P .
The present effect of metallicity on the P − M V relationship is of the same order as found by Chiosi et al. (1993) , but their relationships differ significantly from the present one and that of GFG98 by more than 0.2 mag at log P > 1, up to ∼ 0.5 mag at log P = 2. As already mentioned, the present results significantly differ from the results of BCCM98, who mention large metallicity effects, up to δM V ∼ 0.77 and δM K ∼ 0.42 between the galactic and the SMC Cepheids. We note that their P −M V relationship for galactic Cepheids yield discrepancies with the observed relationship of GFG98 of ∼ 0.4 mag for log P > 1 up to ∼ 1 mag at log P ∼ 2. As already mentioned, the possible contamination of the sample by submetallic galactic Cepheids cannot be entirely responsible for such important discrepancies. The models of BCCM98 are based on non-linear calculations accounting for the coupling between pulsation and convection. According to the systematic analysis of , the recipes used nowadays to describe the convection-pulsation coupling still require a certain number of free parameters, which can significantly affect the location of the IS. In the work of BCCM98, the sensitivity of the results to such uncertainties is not clear, and should certainly be analysed. Moreover, as shown in §3.2 and Fig. 6 , adopting the same ML relationship for different Z, as done in BCCM98, favors a shift of the IS location toward cooler T eff as Z increases. However, this effect cannot explain alone the large shift found by BCCM98.
Regarding now PC relationships, the effects of metallicity are more detectable, above all in (B − V ), as shown by models and observations in Fig. 15-17 . The comparison between the relationships given in Tab. 4 shows that as Z decreases from 0.02 to 0.004, (B − V ) gets bluer at a given P by ∼ 0.1 − 0.12 mag. A comparison of the blue and red edges of the IS between Z=0.02 and Z=0.004 shows the same shift for both edges toward the blue as Z decreases, which reflects essentially the intrinsic effect of metallicity on this color. Similar effect is found by LS94, although slightly larger, since LS94 mention a zero-point (ZP) shift between galactic and SMC Cepheids of 0.215 mag.
For the (J − K) colors, a variation of Z from 0.02 to 0.004 yields less than 0.01 mag effect at a given P , which is consistent with the corresponding 0.033 mag effect quoted by LS94. However, the models seem to predict (J − K) (and (H − K)) colors systematically bluer than observations by ∼ 0.05 − 0.1 mag. The slight discrepancy mentioned previously for M J , and the different positions of objects in the theoretical IS predicted by (J − K) colors compared to (B − V ) or (V − K) colors (cf. §4) suggest a possible overestimate of the fluxes in the IJH bands.
Finally, for (V-K) colors, the effect of metallicity is smaller than 0.06 mag over the whole range of P explored. LS94 quotes a larger effect of Z on this PC relationship, with a shift of the ZP from galactic to SMC Cepheids of 0.153. BCCM98 find an extremely large effect, up to 0.65 mag at log P = 2, due to the shift of the IS toward cooler T eff as Z increases. However, for galactic Cepheids, the BCCM98 PC relationships differ by more than 0.2 mag compared to the LS94 relationship for log P > 1, whereas we find no more than 0.1 mag difference for the same range of period. For the SMC composition, the P − (V − K) relationship given by BCCM98 yields more than 0.2 mag difference in color compared to the relation given by LS94, for log P > 1, whereas our results do not differ by more than 0.2 mag.
Regarding the uncertainties of the present atmosphere models, we have neglected the effects of departures from local thermodynamic equilibrium, departures from hydrostatic equilibrium on the atmospheric structure, and the effects of varying the mixing length parameter. Since NLTE effects are affecting the atomic line formation, we expect these to mainly affect the synthetic spectra in the ultraviolet to visual spectral range (U , B, and V bandpasses) where atomic transitions dominate the spectral distribution of these stars. The propagation of hydrodynamic chocs in the atmospheres may also affect the synthetic spectra by modifying the thermal structure of the atmosphere. It is difficult to estimate these effects at this point, but observation of such effects in cooler Mira variable stars suggest a pronounced modification of the spectra due to choc propagation in the near-infrared bandpasses (J, H and K). Convection, on the other hand, is limited to the lowermost regions of the atmospheres (τ > 15), and the synthetic spectra are insensitive to changes of the mixing length parameter. All the possibilities mentioned above could be the source of the observed color discrepancies quoted previously and remain to be explored in subsequent works.
Conclusion
We have performed consistent stellar evolution and pulsation calculations in order to determine evolutionary effects on the properties of Cepheids as a function of metallicity. We have investigated a range of metallicities representative of the Galaxy and the MC populations. The calculation of atmosphere models and synthetic spectra in the present work allows accurate comparisons with observations. We find unprecedented levels of agreement with the most recent observations of Cepheids in the Galaxy and the MC's in period -magnitude and period -color diagrams. The good agreement with different observational constraints adds credibility to the present models and to the conclusions regarding the metallicity effects. Our main results can be summarized as follow:
• A change of slope in the PL relationships is predicted near the minimum mass m min which undergoes a blue loop in the instability strip during core He burning. The critical period at which this change of slope occurs decreases with Z. For standard models, it takes place at log P ∼ 0.2 for Z=0.004, log P ∼ 0.35 for Z=0.01 and log P ∼ 0.5 for Z=0.02. These values are affected by uncertainties due to convection treatment in the stellar models, and increase when overshooting is taken into account. However, the above mentioned Z dependence is not affected by these uncertainties.
• Taking into account the time spent in the IS for each mass, the mean position is roughly in the middle of the IS, except for masses near m min . This indicates that evolutionary timescales do not favor any particular position near the edges, in contradiction with the finding of Fernie (1990) . This result is independent of the convective treatment used in the stellar models. A linear least-square fit to the models above m min is appropriate for the determination of PL relationships.
• For a given Z, PL relationships derived on a mass range or period range restricted to a region near m min (or to low periods) are much steeper than PL relationships derived over the whole mass range considered in the present paper. Thus, a unique linear least-square fit to the models down to m min is not appropriate. Since the period at which the change of slope is expected depends on Z, the comparison of PL relationships derived on Cepheids observed near this critical P has to be taken with caution.
• The (linear) PL relationships derived in the present work from m min to 12 M ⊙ show a weak dependence on metallicity, in agreement with a similar analysis performed by Saio and Gautschy (1998) .
• A variation of Z from 0.02 to 0.004 on Period -Magnitude relationships yields a difference in magnitude at a given P of less than 0.12 mag in V IJK bandpasses.
• A decrease of Z from 0.02 to 0.004 results in bluer (B−V ) colors by 0.1 -0.12 mag at a given P , in agreement with observations. The effect of Z is found to be negligible for (J − K). For (V − K) colors, we find a small effect of Z (less than 0.06 mag) at a given P .
• For first overtone pulsators, the models predict also a change of slope at the low end of the PL distribution, due to the reduction of the He blue loop size. However, we expect this feature to be less pronounced than for F pulsators, due to the significant reduction of the 1H instability strip width (by more than 400 K), compared to the fundamental IS. According to the present standard models, the observed SMC 1H pulsators with log P < ∼ 0 should be in the first crossing phase. Because of their relatively large observed number, we suggest that first crossing models favor 1H as the dominant pulsating mode. Non-linear calculations should be able to test this hypothesis.
• The present standard models fail to reproduce the minimum periods observed in the LMC by the EROS and MACHO collaborations, and predict lower minimum periods. Models taking into account overshooting can better account for these observations, but they fail for the SMC Cepheids. Confirmation of the observed minimum periods in the MC by the forthcoming MACHO and OGLE data are urgently required to understand the source of this discrepancy.
The present conclusions regarding the metallicity effects remain valid for different treatments of convection used in the stellar models. We certainly acknowledge that the present results may be affected by the neglect of the pulsation-convection coupling. Since the present models yield general good agreement with different observations for fundamental pulsators, such approximation cannot be the source of severe shortcomings. For 1H pulsators however, we quote several discrepancies with observations, which may indicate that the neglect of pulsationconvection coupling is reasonable for the fundamental mode but not for overtones. This problem will be addressed in a forthcoming work.
Finally, the present work suggests that for samples of Cepheids with log P > ∼ 0.8, metallicity effects are negligible for galactic and MC environments, and a universal PL relationship is certainly appropriate for the derivation of distance moduli. This work suggests also that observed PL relationships including low period Cepheids are to be taken with caution and should be avoided to derive distance moduli, since evolutionary effects break the linear form of this relationship at low P. The Z-effect suggested by Sasselov et al. (1997) in the low P regime is thus more likely the signature of these evolutionary effects. Tables 6-8 are available by anonymous ftp: ftp ftp.ens-lyon.fr username: anonymous ftp > cd /pub/users/CRAL/ibaraffe/cepheid ftp > get ABHA98 models ftp > quit
Special requests for models can be addressed to Y. Alibert. Fig. 12 for Z=0.01 and Fig. 13 for Z=0.004, but for 1H pulsators. The solid curves correspond to the P -M V relationships derived from the models. . The dashed line corresponds to the present standard models for Z=0.004, and the dash-dotted line to models with overshooting. (b): same as (a) for LMC data and Z=0.01 models. The observed period-frequency distribution (solid line) is from MACHO (Alcock et al. 1998) . (c): Same as (a) for Z=0.02 models. Table 6 . Standard models with (Z, Y ) = (0.02, 0.28). The mass m is in M ⊙ ; T eff is the effective temperature in K; L corresponds to log L/L ⊙ ; t is the age in units of 10 7 yrs; P 0 is the fundamental mode period in days. The BV I absolute magnitudes are given in the Johnson-Cousins system and the JHK magnitudes in the CIT system. For each mass, the blue (B) and red (R) edges are given during all crossings of the IS. For the first crossing, only models with m ≤ 6M ⊙ are given. 88 -3.63 -4.15 -4.81 -5.25 -5.53 -5.55 R 5.993 5024.9 3.556 6.5638 13.12 -3.05 -3.90 -4.83 -5.47 -5.91 -5.95 R 6.988 4937.2 3.664 4.1333 15.67 -3.24 -4.14 -5.10 -5.77 -6.22 -6.27 B 6.988 5787.3 3.677 4.1355 8.84 -3.85 -4.39 -5.06 -5.51 -5.79 -5.82 B 6.986 5777.6 3.795 4.7436 11.22 -4.14 -4.67 -5.35 -5.80 -6.09 -6.11 R 6.986 4947.7 3.763 4.7451 19.06 -3.49 -4.38 -5.34 -6.01 -6.46 -6 53 -5.01 -6.12 -7.25 -8.04 -8.57 -8.63 
